CRPB-818 Remote Trigger Quick Start
Avoid operator fatigue when retracing with the CRPB-818 Rework
Remote Trigger. The ergonomic design significantly reduces strain
over flipping toggles when repainting inconsistent skips.

Remote Trigger Functions
The activity light will blink steadily at 1/2 second intervals when there is CAN activity.
The left/right switch allows you to quickly and easily toggle the remote between
controlling the right side guns and the left side guns.
Semi-Auto allows the operator to paint one full stripe length with one pull and release of
the trigger.
Note: When paired with Align Solids, Semi-Auto mode will withhold solid guns until
the first trigger press.
Off will disable the remote.
Manual allows the operator to pull and hold the trigger to achive full control
of all guns in SKIP.
The trigger allows for easy and comfortable operator control.

Console Installation

Start/Stop Capabilities

The CRPB-818 Remote Trigger can be plugged directly into
the BUS-012 or Core Hub. If your hub is in a difficult to reach
location, you can use a 13/16” drill bit or a d-punch to create a
mounting hole on the side of your console to allow for easier
plug and play. Simply connect your coupler to your hub with
a Cat5 cable.

Alternatively, you may use the CRPB-818 as a way to
start or end an entire pattern, not just individual skips.
Turn the Remote Start to ON in the Quick Setup menu
to control the start and stop points of the pattern just
like using the Start/Stop switch.
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Semi, click the trigger to start, and click again to stop.
Manual, start is on while the trigger is held.
Auto, normal painting, ignores the remote trigger.

RJ45 Panel Mount Coupler
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